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“The way we capture the movements of the players in motion is so accurate that the result is almost like being there with the player and watching them
do the motions,” said David Rutter, one of the game's lead creators. “This revolutionary technology allows us to create an incredibly high level of realism

in all aspects of the game.” This new technology will enable players to run, jump, tackle and pass the ball more fluidly and efficiently, and is further
refined through game physics, artificial intelligence and match flow that reward players' actions. A number of graphics and gameplay innovations are also
included to enhance the in-game experience, including: Physically Based Shading : With this new look, shadows more accurately react to objects that are

closest to the player and new global lighting ensures a more convincing look. : With this new look, shadows more accurately react to objects that are
closest to the player and new global lighting ensures a more convincing look. Dynamic Cast Shadows : Using the game's physics engine, the physics of
the objects within the game allows for dynamic shadows and how they react to changes in player movements and camera angles. : Using the game's

physics engine, the physics of the objects within the game allows for dynamic shadows and how they react to changes in player movements and camera
angles. Player Trajectories : Human players can make sudden changes to their run and movement, making it easy for opponents to predict their next

move. : Human players can make sudden changes to their run and movement, making it easy for opponents to predict their next move. Physically-based
Player Control System : A new physics-based player control system that supports agile dribbling and passing with more realistic ball possession. : A new
physics-based player control system that supports agile dribbling and passing with more realistic ball possession. Player Recruitment : Updated player
recruitment based on your game settings, including new movements, improved intelligence and player ratings. : Updated player recruitment based on
your game settings, including new movements, improved intelligence and player ratings. Enhanced Ball Physics : Player run, jump, pass, and tackle the

ball more realistically, making each ball action feel more believable. : Player run, jump, pass, and tackle the ball more realistically, making each ball
action feel more believable. NFL Player Contract Model: Player contract values, salaries and marketability are now taken into account when negotiating

player transfer requests.

Features Key:

Future Player – Introducing the highly anticipated new feature “Unlocked Future Player”, which delivers the power to unlock all the World stars of the future with new U9s who have yet to play FIFA!
National Teams - Easily join any of the participating National Teams from around the world, and practise with your selection of your favourite National Team players in the AI controlled International Friendly challenges.
Complete Career - Follow the path of any top professional player, now and in the future with a highly-personalised career model. Set up your own academy, take charge of your team or manage a team in the lower divisions, as you rise up the pros through seven leagues to compete against the best.
Free kicks and dribbles - Improve your free kicks and dribbles from a new perspective with the new Kick Wizard feature that enables you to kick and manipulate the ball in multiple ways.
First Touch Engine – FIFA 22 uses revolutionary First Touch technology, based on the final touches players make as they control the ball. The First Touch Engine introduces a new physics engine, making the most of the gestures of your player to move the ball with action, clarity and accuracy. It will
make passing and shooting even more realistic, finishing with razor sharp precision.
Visual Experience - FIFA is more than a football game, it’s a 3D playground. With enhanced FMV, crowd simulation and completely new environments, FIFA makes it even more enjoyable to take charge of matches on any pitch, including virtual reality.
New broadcast networks that connect fans with FIFA with or without the TV - The new Open Broadcast Network lets you dive right into FIFA action and take ownership of matches or competitions. It offers enhanced artificial intelligence, visual and audio enhancements, iconic shots, and complete
integration into the game in order to create the best viewing experience in football. Plus you will be able to stream matches live from the BBC, NBC and many other networks, as well as real leagues and cups from around the world.
Soccer Ball Physics – FIFA Soccer is the game defined by its ball control. We’ve worked in every single detail to ensure that it handles as intuitively as possible: first touch, power dribbling, chipping and shooting all feels just right, and the ball moves with complete 
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The pinnacle of the FIFA video game franchise, the franchise continues to define the video game sports genre with over 100 million registered players
and over 100 titles released to date. FIFA was developed by EA Canada in Montreal, Quebec, Canada and is published by Electronic Arts worldwide.
Powered by Football™ FIFA 22 brings real-world and real-player feeling gameplay to the pitch as it delivers a fully connected experience to create a
next-generation authenticity in FIFA. Powered by Football™, EA SPORTS FIFA 22 offers a more realistic and responsive experience, reactive crowd
atmosphere and a wealth of modes to create an even deeper game-play experience. The FIFA Global Series FIFA is available in more than 170
countries and across 50 languages. Players can play and compete in a variety of events and tournaments worldwide, as well as earn and accumulate
a collection of unique FUT player cards for online and offline. Football Club The digital club management tool delivers a total football experience with
real-time tactics, player and staff recruitment, training, and a new manager, agent and transfer market for fans to create their own football club. In a
revolutionary new feature, the real-world transfer market can now be implemented to give fans more realistic transfer updates, allowing players to
see the impact of their transfer activity in real-time and making a difference in the game. New Transfer Market The real-world transfer market now
allows fans to get a better understanding of the annual transfer market for football players, clubs and players. Fans will make informed player choices
with the ability to trade and transfer in real-time with over 16,000 players available to buy and sell. Pro Clubs can now manage the transfer of their
own players on and off the pitch, allowing fans to shape their club’s transfer strategy. New Match Engine The match engine has been rewritten from
the ground up. The new physics engine, enhanced animation system and improved AI are giving players a more realistic and responsive playing
experience. FIFA 12 The Journey A third-person story-driven experience, FIFA 12 The Journey follows the player as they earn an authentic FIFA Player
Card, compete for national and club glory in tournaments and compete for the FIFA Ultimate Team™ through a series of hectic competitions. Player
Impact Engine The Player Impact Engine has been rebuilt from the ground up, delivering a more balanced gameplay experience with dynamic AI. New
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Take your favorite footballers and teams from your Ultimate Team roster on the pitch and lead them to glory, by using your experience, skill, and
creativity to build the ultimate team of players. As you unlock new and more powerful players, you will be able to create the ultimate team of player,
using your custom boots or the latest football equipment to help you play the game like you were meant to. With the introduction of customizable
player kits for all players, you can now design the shirt, shorts and socks of your favorite player, and when they’re added to your squad, your custom
player kit will be included, enhancing the players appearance and appearance on the pitch. You can now also choose which country your player plays
for and take on the appearance of your favorite footballing nation. FIFA Mobile – Get ready for the biggest football adventure the world has ever seen
on mobile with FIFA Mobile. Only available on iOS and Android, FIFA Mobile offers the most authentic football experience on mobile with stunning real-
world graphics and all the content that you want, including live and in-game events from around the world. Team up with your favorite players in the
most-wanted football tournaments including Club World Cup, Club World Cup China, Bundesliga and La Liga, and face top clubs including Real Madrid,
Barcelona, Juventus and more. The Career Mode gives you the complete football experience, where you will step into the boots of the Real Madrid first
team or play as your favorite player in a custom made squad. Or take control of a club in your own community stadium and build a strong club from
the ground up, and have the chance to win the prestigious Champions League. U.S. Mobile Game of the Year – FIFA 19 Best Soccer Game – FIFA 19 2K
Sports Game of the Year – MLB The Show 19 Best Sports Game – MLB The Show 19 Best FIFA Mobile Game – FIFA 19 Best Sports Game – Real Racing
3 Best Sports Game – NBA 2K19 Best Sports Game – NHL 19 Best Sports Game – NHL 2K19 Best Sports Game – FIFA 19 Best Music Game – Need for
Speed: Payback Best Music Game – NBA 2K19 Best Dance Game – Just Dance 2019 Best Soundtrack – MLB The Show 19 Best Podcast – NCAA 2K19
Best Dynasty Sports Game – NHL 19 Best RPG – NBA 2K19 Best Multiplayer Game – NFL 19

What's new:

New trophies
New cameras: Goalcam: Deep zoom and post-match media
New crowds: Diverse local stadium atmospheres in all 32 stadiums
New friendlies and tailor-made tournaments
Customise your Pro Player better than ever, build and evolve your legend
New play style – new players, new attacking roles, and new defence styles to master
Increase your power
Play the Association – developed in partnership with the EPPN and in-game coaching animations
Enhanced Autonomous Mode : Personalize your AI and compete without limits with AI-controlled teams and players
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In FIFA, you take on the role of a football star and control one of hundreds of real football players from the world’s top leagues.
Master a wide variety of on-field football actions, such as controlling defenders, midfielders, forwards, and your goalkeeper, to make
and improve your player’s moves. Use your football skills to sprint, dribble, pass, shoot, and head the ball to control the game and
dominate matches. Subscribe to EASPORTSFIFA.com EA SPORTS FIFA on Facebook Follow EA SPORTS FIFA on Twitter Follow EA
SPORTS FIFA on Google+ Follow EA SPORTS FIFA on Tumblr FIFA Ultimate Team™ Build your ultimate team of football superstars and
put together the strongest side of the greatest football players. Build your squad by discovering new footballing legends, or recruit
real players with unique attributes and abilities. Train your stars, add intelligence and speed to their play, and unlock their potential
by using thousands of real football cards from some of the world’s biggest stars. Wield the ultimate chemistry to strengthen your
squad in battle. Football Manager Mobile™ Now available on iOS and Android devices, in the biggest football game of the season, the
Football Manager Mobile game puts you on the touchline of the world’s most passionate leagues. Take over the club from the
players, coaches and directors, being more involved with every move than ever before. Direct the player’s career with the
revolutionary AI, or rely on your own intuition, instincts and knowledge to choose the tactics and strategy to get the team to the top.
EA SPORTS FIFA in new media Using the FIFA Universe, the greatest football game around, allows you to play your favourite
moments from football history, take on your friends and create your own moments. Create moments from the start of the match,
from the training drills, right through to the press conferences. See a match, a training session, a practice or a press conference with
more detail than ever before thanks to the expanded Call of Duty™ Moments feature, including a live camera that captures the
action with 1080p. Play your favourite moments from football history Create your own moments – share your own style of play, and
play out your own key moments from the match with Call of Duty Moments Go one-on-one with
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